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1. Introduction
Landsat images in 2021

Denver

Clear-sky Landsat image?

Timelapse created from LandsatLook

Composite is to select the 
“best” available observations 
from a pool of observations 
for the same location within a 
certain time interval such as 
monthly, seasonal, and 
annual. 

For example, land cover mapping 
and land cover change, such as 
LandTrender (Kennedy et al, RSE, 
2010), 
NLCD (Jin et al, JRS, under 
review).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This animation shows the Landsat images in 2021 around Denver, and we can see each of the Landsat image has lots of clouds and cloud shadows. Thus, the composite is to select the “best” observations from such datasets within a time interval, such as monthly, seasonal, and annual.



1. Introduction (A total of 10 algorithms)
Category Algorithm Data Period Region Description Reference

Single rule

MAX-NDVI MODIS \ \ Selects observations with 
maximum NDVI.

(Holben, 
1986)

MAX-RNB TM, ETM+,
OLI

Monthly, seasonal, 
and annual

Six Landsat path/rows around the 
world

Selects observations with 
maximum RNB This study

MED-NIR ETM+ Seasonal European Russia Selects observations with median 
NIR.

(Potapov et 
al., 2011)

Multiple rules

WELD ETM+
Weekly, monthly, 
seasonal, and 
annual

CONUS Selects observations by either 
maximum NDVI or maximum BT

(Roy et al., 
2010)

BAP ETM+ Seasonal Canada, Saskatchewan, and 
Newfoundland

Selects observations according to 
scores of sensors, DOY, cloud 
distance, and atmospheric 
opacity.

(White et al., 
2014)

PAC TM, ETM+,
OLI Seasonal Zambia

Selects observations according to 
weighted scores of DOY, cloud 
distance, HOT, and spectral 
correlation.

(Frantz et al., 
2017)

WPS NASA HLS V1.2 10-day, monthly, 
and seasonal Germany

Selects observations according to 
weighted scores of DOY, cloud 
distance, HOT.

(Griffiths et 
al., 2019)

Spectral 
similarity 

MEDOID TM, ETM+ Seasonal A Landsat WRS-2 path/row in 
Australia

Selects observations with 
minimum medoid to other data in 
spectral bands.

(Flood, 2013)

COSSIM TM Seasonal CONUS
Selects observations with the 
most cosine similarity to other 
data in spectral bands.

(Nelson and 
Steinwand, 
2015)

NLCD TM, ETM+,
OLI/TIRS Seasonal CONUS

Selects observations with 
minimum distance to pseudo 
median data in spectral bands.

(Dewitz et al., 
2021)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This table shows the existing Landsat compositing algorithms. There are 10 different algorithms available as far, but as we know, a comprehensive evaluation of those algorithms is still lack.



2. Data - Landsat
Landsat Collection 2: Six path/rows - Two study years - Reference images closest to July 1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, to evaluate the Landsat compositing algorithms, we selected six locations around the word, different Landsat Path/Row; and in each location, we selected two study years around 2000 and 2015 to include different Landsat sensors. The upper figure shows the cloud coverage for each of the Landsat images we used in this study. As the red markers show, the almost clear-sky image acquired closest to July 1 was selected as the reference data at each location and in each study year. All the other remaining images were used to create the composite image using different algorithms. This means, our target is to create a composite Landsat image most similar to the leaf-on seasoning image.Figure. Landsat data over six path/rows. The cloud coverage was based on the scene cloud over in the Landsat metadata. The reference images closest to July 1, highlighted by red edges, were selected to assess the algorithm performances, and the remaining images were used to generate the composite images. ‘P’ and ‘R’ mean ‘Path’ and ‘Row’ of Landsat Worldwide Reference System-2 (WRS-2).



2. Data - Land cover and land change training data 

Land cover/ Land change
Number of training pixels

P176R039 P044R033 P229R064 P018R033 P154R014 P129R038

Cultivated land 116247 227616 0 28968 0 384

Forest 0 73797 664514 88021 64560 67523

Grass/Shrubland 248 244076 17185 6428 157 0

Wetland 2392 23568 10763 105 10968 0

Water 7150 39648 17819 9236 31434 18

Tundra 0 0 0 0 2115 0

Artificial surface 54921 101792 104 26434 1060 240

Bareland 342483 387 0 0 0 0

Changed 38264 74978 44763 31234 58056 5129

Stable 529752 718658 730539 218343 189158 75018

Table. Land cover and land change training data. The definition of land cover classes is based on the 
GlobeLand30 product (Chen et al., 2015).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the other hand, at each location, we also collected land cover and land change training samples based on the existing global land cover map, GlobeLand30. This table shows all the training data, which will be used to evaluate the performance of the composite data on real applications, i.e., land cover classification and land change detection.



3. Landsat image composting algorithms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As for the Landsat image compositing algorithms, we organize all of them in three categories. The first one is single-rule-based, which select the best observation based on a single spectral band or index, such as maximum NDVI and median near inrad band. 



3. Landsat image composting algorithms

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

where,       

𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 indicates the surface reflectance of the blue band.

𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 indicates the surface reflectance of the NIR band.

RNB: Ratio of NIR to Blue reflectance Qiu et al., RSE, in revise

RNB close to 1.0

RNB less than 1.0

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this study, we also propose another simple method, which is based on the maximum of  the ratio of nearinfra band and blue band. This is because the ratio index is usually much higher than 1 for clear observations. However, when cloud presents, the ratio would be very close to one because of high reflectance in the both bands. Cloud shadow will usually reduce the NIR band reflectance dramatically, but only slightly reduce the blue band reflectance due to the much stronger Rayleigh scattering in the blue band.



3. Landsat image composting algorithms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second category is based on multiple rules. For example, WELD integrates the maximum NDVI and maximum brightness temperature; The BAP and other similar algorithms select the best observations according to multiple scoring functions.



3. Landsat image composting algorithms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The third category indicates the algorithms based on the spectral similarity, such as the cosine similarity and spectral eu-clidean distance. Today, we do not have enough time to go through all the details.



4. Evaluation metrics (Three intervals)

15 days - July 1 + 15 days 45 days - July 1 + 45 days 180 days - July 1 + 180 days

Time Period Time Period Time Period
4 Images 13 Images 46 Images

Landsat images in 2021, Denver, Path 33 Row 32

• All the composite inputs are the observations after Fmask screened out the clouds, cloud shadows, and snow/ice.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, Let’s move to the evaluation metrics. The compositing algorithms can be used to generate monthly, seasonal, and annul data; and here we target on July 1, the center of the year. A buffer of days was applied to simulate the three time intervals. For monthly composite, there are only few images that we can use, The seasonal composite has a few more available images, and the annual composite will process huge number of images which can be acquired from different seasons. Please note all the composite inputs are the observations after Fmask screened out the clouds, cloud shadows, and snow/ice.



4. Evaluation metrics (Three domains)

R-square, RMSE, 
Slope and Intercept 
of linear regression 

(1) 
Spectral

Semivariance difference

(2) 
Spatial

Disagreement of 
land cover and land 
change maps

(3) 
Applicational

Reference images vs. Composite images

Surface reflectance of blue, green,
red, NIR, SWIR 1, and SWIR 2 bands

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We evaluated all the composites from three different domains, spectral, spatial, and application, by comparing the Landsat reference images. And only the surface reflectance of the widely used six bands will be evaluated.



4. Evaluation metrics - Spectral 
• Seasonal Landsat composite images derived from the MAX-NDVI algorithm (compositing period: July 1 ± 45 days)
• Growing season Landsat reference images (closest to July 1). 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, this figure shows the spectral evaluation for the maximum NDVI algorithm and for the seasonal composite. Each plot present the different bands, and the x-axis is the reference data, and y-axis the composite data. Then, the R-squared, RMSE, and the slope and intercept of the linear regression can be used as the indicators for spectral domains. And  the overall evaluation is based on the mean value of those indicators for all the six bands.Figure. Illustration of spectral comparison between the seasonal Landsat composite images derived from the MAX-NDVI algorithm (compositing period: July 1 ± 45 days) and the growing season Landsat reference images (closest to July 1). The maximum NDVI criterion was based on TOA reflectance. The R-square with higher value, RMSE with lower value, slope closer to 1:1 line, and intercept closer to 0 indicate a better Landsat compositing algorithm. 



• Seasonal Landsat composite images derived from the MAX-NDVI algorithm (compositing period: July 1 ± 45 days)
• Growing season Landsat reference images (closest to July 1). 

4. Evaluation metrics - Spatial 

𝛾𝛾 ℎ = 1
2𝑁𝑁
∑𝑛𝑛=1𝑁𝑁 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛 − 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛+ℎ 2Semivariance:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The spatial evaluation is based on the semivariance like this equation. In each band, as the x-axis shows, there is a lag disturbance which can vary from 0 to 1000 meters. At each lag distance, we can calculate a semivariance value. The black dots mean the Landsat reference data and the red dots mean the composite data, like the one based on the maximum algorithm. The smaller the semivariance value between the composite data and the reference data, the  better the algorithm. Figure. Illustration showing the comparison of semivariance between the seasonal composites derived from MAX-NDVI algorithm (compositing period: July 1 ± 45 days) and the growing season Landsat reference images (closest to July 1). The maximum NDVI criterion was based on TOA reflectance. The ∆𝛾 ℎ  indicates the semivariance difference between the composite data and the reference data at lag distance – ℎ.



4. Evaluation metrics - Applicational 
Reference Landsat Image Composite Landsat Image

Random
Forest

Random
Forest

Reference Landsat Images Composite Landsat Images

Random
Forest

Random
Forest

Land Cover Classification Land Change Detection

Land cover
training data

Land change
training data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The third evaluation domain is based on the applications of land cover classification and land change detection. All those are based on classic supervised classification approach. For example, we have a Landsat reference and the land cover training samples, and then we used the random forest model to create the land cover map. The same, we can also create the land cover map based on the composite data using the same training data. Finally, the disagreement between the two land cover maps will be used as the indictor for application performance. The smaller the disagreement, the better the composite algorithm. As for the land cover change, we have two images at a same location, but from different study years; we also used the random forest model to create the land change maps, and used the disagreement to evaluate the compositing algorithms.



5. Results (Qualitative)
(a) Monthly Landsat composite images (July 1 ± 15 days)

Example of Landsat natural-color composites generated by 10 different algorithms at intermediate cloudy region 
(P018R033). 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The results,This figure shows the monthly Landsat composite image from different algorithms, and we can visually compare them with the right Landsat reference image. As for this narrow time window, the simple algorithm generally works better than the complicated algorithms, such as PAC and the spectral similar algorithms, which selected some thin clouds.All the images are at the central location of lat 38.787805°, lon -81.935457°, with the same extent of 151 pixels by 151 pixels, and they are displayed by red, green, blue bands with the same stretches for display. 



5. Results (Qualitative)
(b) Seasonal Landsat composite images (July 1 ± 45 days)

Example of Landsat natural-color composites generated by 10 different algorithms at intermediate cloudy region 
(P018R033).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the seasonal composite images at the same location. We can see the BAP-based image was very similar to the reference image, but it selected observations acquired on different dates  as the red arrow points out. The MEDOID and NLCD algorithms work good without any obvious artifacts. 



5. Results (Qualitative)
(c) Annual Landsat composite images (July 1 ± 180 days) 

Example of Landsat natural-color composites generated by 10 different algorithms at intermediate cloudy region 
(P018R033).

See more examples from Qiu et al, RSE, in revise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is for annual composite, in which we can have more available observations to do the composite. Here, we can see the multiple-rules-based scoring algorithms, particularly PAC, worked better compared to others, and the BAP still resulted in the obvious spatial artifact. Due to the limited time, I don’t show more examples for the visual evaluation, and let’s focus on the quantitative evaluations in the the next slides.



5. Results (Quantitative - Spectral)

Monthly Seasonal Annual

MAX-RNB NLCD PAC

** indicates the best case.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the spectral domain. There are four figures, from top to bottom, they are R-squared, RMSE, slope, and intercept for the ten different algorithms. Each color means different composite time interval.According to this figure, the maximum ratio is best for monthly composite, NLCD best for seasonal, and PAC best for annual.Figure. Quantitative evaluation (spectral domain) of 10 different Landsat image compositing algorithms (for monthly, seasonal, and annual composites) for all study areas based on mean R-square, RMSE, slope, and intercept. Abs. means absolute value. ** indicates the best case. 



5. Results (Quantitative - Spatial)
Semivariance: 𝛾𝛾 ℎ = 1

2𝑁𝑁
∑𝑛𝑛=1𝑁𝑁 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛 − 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛+ℎ 2

• BAP is best for monthly, seasonal, annual composites.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Those figures show the spatial domain based on semivariance. The figures from left to right are for monthly, seasonal, and annual. In each figure, the x-axis is the lag distance, and y-axis is the semivariance difference between composite data and reference data. The smaller difference would indicate better performance. We can see the BAP algorithm, the blue circles, always presents the best spatial performance.Figure. Quantitative evaluation (spatial domain) of 10 different Landsat image compositing algorithms (for monthly, seasonal, and annual composites) for all study areas. 



5. Results (Quantitative - Applicational)
• BAP is best for monthly, seasonal, annual composites.

** indicates the best case.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is for application domain. The upper figure shows the disagreements for land cover maps for different algorithms and different time intervals. The smaller disagreement indicates better algorithm. We can see the maximum ratio is best for monthly composite, NLCD best for seasonal, and BAP best for annual.The other figure is for land change, and the maximum ratio is still best for monthly composite, the NLCD for seasonal composite, and PAC is best for annual composite.Figure. Quantitative evaluation (application domain) of 10 different Landsat image compositing algorithms (for monthly, seasonal, and annual composites) for all study areas measured by the land cover and land change maps differences compared to the reference image derived ones. ** indicates the best case.



5. Results (Quantitative - Summary)

Evaluation domains
Composite periods

Monthly Seasonal Annual

Spectral MAX-RNB NLCD PAC

Spatial BAP BAP BAP

Application
Land cover classification MAX-RNB NLCD BAP

Land change detection MAX-RNB NLCD PAC

Table. Overall best Landsat compositing algorithms in spectral, spatial, and application domains.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This table summarized all the evaluation domains. We would like to recommend the maximum ratio algorithm for monthly composite, NLCD for seasonal composite, BAP and PAC for annual composite. And If you want to focus on the spatial domains, the BAP is best.



6. Discussion - Limitations

• Only the growing leaf-on season.

• Clear Landsat reference imagery, acquired on or close to a certain date (i.e., July 1) during the growing leaf-

on season. This evaluation usually favors the algorithms using the target date as one of their selection 

criteria, such as BAP, WPS, and PAC.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This study also has limitations, particularly, we only evaluate the compositing algorithms for the growing leaf-on season, and the clear Landsat reference data are acquired or close to a certain date, and so the evaluation will more like the algorithms using the target date as one of the inputs, like BAP.



Thanks!



Backup



2. Data - Landsat
Total number of available clear observations 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Figure. Total number of available clear observations (free of cloud, cloud shadow, and snow/ice) for monthly (July 1 ± 15 days), seasonal (July 1 ± 45 days), and annual (July 1 ± 180 days) image compositing for the 2015 epoch year at six Landsat path/rows. The white polygons are the Region-Of-Interest (ROI) used for this analysis.
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6. Discussion - Cloud and cloud shadow impacts  
Effects of cloud and cloud shadow mask on 10 different Landsat compositing algorithms. This analysis was
made by seasonal compositing Landsat data based on all test sites.

The BAP, MAX-NDVI, MAX-
RNB, WELD algorithms did 
not vary much for different 
erosion sizes.



6. Discussion - Composite images vs. synthetic data 

July 1st

Blue band Green band Red band NIR band SWIR1 band SWIR2 band

All the available Landsat surface reflectance images between 1985 and 2020, with cloud cover less than 100%

Zhu et al., RSE, 2015



6. Discussion - Composite images vs. synthetic data 
• P018R033 (Medium cloud cover)

• Best in spectral evaluation:
R-squared = 0.8070 was better than any of the composite images
RMSE = 0.0186 was the lowest among all the annual composites, but not good for monthly and seasonal 
composites

• Not best in spatial evaluation:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Figure. Quantitative evaluation (spatial domain) of 10 different Landsat image compositing algorithms and the synthetic approach (for monthly, seasonal, and annual composites) at P018R033.



6. Discussion - surface reflectance vs. TOA reflectance 

Period Indicator MAX-NDVI MAX-RNB WELD

Monthly
Land Cover 13.0214 (+0.1562) 12.9293 (+0.0229) 13.0096 (+0.1600)

Land Change 3.9162 (-0.0855) 3.9025 (-0.0795) 3.9110 (-0.0770)

Seasonal
Land Cover 13.3036 (+0.2667) 13.0442 (+0.2526) 13.2929 (+0.2858)

Land Change 3.9478 (+0.0504) 3.8593 (+0.1513) 3.9581 (+0.0416)

Annual
Land Cover 15.3572 (+0.3476) 14.8477 (+0.7295) 15.3517 (+0.3501)

Land Change 4.6198 (-0.0221) 4.3665 (+0.3299) 4.6196 (-0.0027)

• The first value: TOA reflectance. The second value in the bracket: the difference between the results 
from surface reflectance minus that from TOA reflectance.

• The better indicators by using surface reflectance are highlighted by Red. 

Rule based TOA reflectance ≈ Rule based on surface reflectance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This shows the . We find there are no significant difference between using TOA or surface reflectance as the inputs of the selection rules, but use of TOA reflectance usually Quantitative evaluation (application domain) of using Top-Of-Atmosphere (TOA) reflectance versus surface reflectance as input for MAX-NDVI, MAX-RNB, and WELD. 



6. Discussion - Composite images vs. synthetic data 
• P018R033 (Medium cloud cover)

• Best in land cover classification:
The land cover maps derived from the synthetic data had a disagreement of 13.02%, which is much lower than 
the various compositing algorithms for annual composites.

• Not best in land change detection:
The land change maps derived from the synthetic data, with a disagreement of 3.76%, are not good as those 
from the best monthly, seasonal, and annual composites (3.16%, 3.13%, and 3.50% disagreement, respectively).



6. Discussion - Compositing periods and data availability  
• Percentage of valid pixels in monthly, seasonal, and annual composites. 

A longer compositing period provides more valid observations:

• Monthly composites consisted of 71.99% of valid pixels

• Seasonal composites consisted of 88.42% of valid pixels 

• Annual composites consisted of 99.75% of valid pixels

MAX-RNB (for monthly) > NLCD (for seasonal) > BAP/PAC (for annual)

A longer compositing period is more challenging for 

selecting the “best” observations:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The discussion. This study considered three time intervals, and this figure shows the percentage of valid pixels. We can see a long composite interval can provide more valid observations to composite, but it will be more challenging. Thus, for monthly composite, a simple ratio is enough, and the seasonal and annul composites require more complicated algorithms such as NLCD, BAP and PAC。



Period Indicator MAX-NDVI MAX-RNB WELD

Monthly

R2 0.9585 (-0.0043) 0.9584 (+0.0010) 0.9589 (-0.0046)

RMSE 0.0188 (+0.0009) 0.0188 (-0.0001) 0.0187 (+0.0010)

Slope 0.9679 (+0.0002) 0.9683 (+0.0003) 0.9683 (0.0000)

Intercept 0.0056 (-0.0001) 0.0063 (-0.0011) 0.0055 (-0.0001)

Seasonal

R2 0.9314 (-0.0042) 0.9333 (-0.0039) 0.9325 (-0.0047)

RMSE 0.0244 (+0.0009) 0.0237 (+0.0016) 0.0243 (+0.0010)

Slope 0.9597 (-0.0073) 0.9707 (+0.0081) 0.9612 (-0.0080)

Intercept 0.0051 (+0.0004) 0.0060 (-0.0023) 0.0047 (+0.0006)

Annual

R2 0.8286 (-0.0123) 0.8433 (-0.0228) 0.8326 (-0.0151)

RMSE 0.0415 (+0.0022) 0.0387 (+0.0045) 0.0411 (+0.0025)

Slope 0.8511 (+0.0074) 0.9022 (-0.0563) 0.8533 (+0.0062)

Intercept 0.0168 (-0.0013) 0.0177 (-0.0034) 0.0160 (-0.0008)

6. Discussion - surface reflectance vs. TOA reflectance 

• The first value: TOA reflectance. The second value in the bracket: the difference between the results 
from surface reflectance minus that from TOA reflectance.

• The better indicators by using surface reflectance are highlighted by Red. 

Rule based TOA reflectance ≈ Rule based on surface reflectance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All the algorithms are to composite Landsat surface reflectance data, and almost of them also use the surface reflectance as the inputs of the data selection rules, but some of them used the TOA reflectance as the inputs, such as the maximum NDVI, the maximum ratio, and WELD. Thus, it would be interesting to discuss how different if we use different inputs, surface reflectance or TOA reflectance. This table shows the spectral evaluation for monthly, seasonal, and annual composites. At each cell, the first value is based on TOA reflectance, and the second value in the bracket is the difference between TOA and surface reflectance, and the red color means better indicator. We find there are no significant difference between using TOA or surface reflectance as the inputs of the selection rules, but use of TOA reflectance usually Quantitative evaluation (spectral domain) of using Top-Of-Atmosphere (TOA) reflectance versus surface reflectance as input for MAX-NDVI, MAX-RNB, and WELD. 
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